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Our funding for this year is again around £18,000 from the DfE. These are our desired
outcomes from spending this allocation.

Aims:
We aim to achieve the Gold School Games Mark for a fourth year in a row. We also aim to
maintain the silver County Durham Leadership award and work further towards achieving
the gold award. Every child in year 5 will be a trained sports leader. Last year every child
in year 5 achieved at least a bronze leadership award for all of the work they do around
school including leading games, refereeing, leading warm-ups and running competitions.
We hope to maintain a high level of leadership involvement this year. Year 5’s leadership
training will start in November. We receive 10 places within the scheme we have bought
into to take part in the training, however we will supplement an additional £84 (£7 per
child) so all children can be a part of the training. Added to this, the cost of updating
resources for the leaders, we have allocated a total of £1,000.
We subscribed to the enhanced SLA from the SSP. This entitles us to attend any of the
competitions they will run throughout the year. We plan to attend even more
competitions again this school year and attend more whole class festivals with our
Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 classes attending a Multi-Skills festival, to increase
participation numbers in competitive sporting competitions. Funding will be used to
supplement the fee of buses to transport children to and from sporting events. One of
the aims of the sports premium is to provide a broad range of sports and activities to all
pupils, so this year our coaching plan from the SSP will include; free running, boxing,
hockey, fundamental movement skills and physical activity after school clubs. We aim to
use the support we get from coaches to increase confidence, knowledge and skills of all
staff in teaching PE and sport. We will also receive an Active 30 package, a Fit for Life
beginners programme, a judo taster day and a Fit for Life Day to up skill the children and
staff in PE. Cost of SLA - £6,100. Cost of transport - £2,500.
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Miss Cottle will continue to support PE 3 afternoons a week and 1 afternoon of Forest
Schools to raise the profile of PE and sport across school as a tool for whole-school sport
improvement. We also aim to raise the participation levels further in extra-curricular
clubs, by offering an extensive range of sporting clubs. Cost - £7,000.
Additionally, funding will be used to pay for new resources for PE and Forest Schools to
enhance the lessons we provide. Finally, Active 30 is of high importance and we will
continue to enhance our provision to ensure that every child achieves 30 minutes of
moderate to intense activity every day within school. We have signed up to the Durham
Active 30 pledge, which will support us with resources and give us the chance to earn
rewards for our Active 30 efforts. Cost - £1,400.

